ABSTRACT Data quality rules compose a class of frequently used tools whose purpose is to improve data quality: examples of these rules include functional dependences, conditional functional dependences, and editing rules, among others. Dependences with stronger expressivity can help to detect more data errors and impute more missing values. To the best of our knowledge, most existing rules consider each attribute as an inseparable whole. In many applications, however, a part of a value contains useful information, and more powerful rules can thus be formed to handle data quality problems. In this paper, we aim to discover the rules of this type, namely, microDependences. The left-hand side of a microDependence is a star-free regular expression, along with the positions of the partial information. This indicates that if a string-type attribute value matches the regular expression, elements at the specified positions can determine another attribute's value. To discover microDependences, strings with similar forms should be clustered together. Moreover, similar strings should be aligned vertically to shift elements with a similar meaning to the same position. Then, microDependences can be discovered directly or by the existing methods. Both the clustering and aligning tasks are challenging and play key roles in discovering microDependences. A greedy bottom-up framework is proposed to do the clustering and aligning work simultaneously. For efficiency, several pruning strategies are proposed to reduce the time consumed. In the experimental study, our methods' performances are verified on both real and synthetic data sets.
I. INTRODUCTION
According to statistics, dirty data are becoming inevitable and more widespread [1] . This presents a significant challenge because such data often have serious consequences [2] and are expensive to clean. In recent years, database communities have extensively investigated the problem of dealing with dirty data. Inconsistency and incompleteness are two important characteristics of dirty data. A database is inconsistent if it violates data quality rules, such as functional dependencies (FDs) [3] , conditional functional dependencies (CFDs) [4] , extended conditional functional dependencies [5] , and editing rules [6] , among others. These rules also facilitate the imputation of missing values.
All of these rules exploit dependent relationships between whole attributes as defined in the relational model in which each attribute is inseparable. However, in many real-world applications, a part of an attribute value (especially those The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Jerry Chun-Wei Lin.
of the string type) contains information that is useful for managing incomplete and inconsistent data. For instance, a manufacturer may name its products according to various specifications. A book's ISBN number contains information about the press. The DOI number of an article indicates its publishing information, such as the organization, the volume, issue numbers, etc.
Taking a motivating example, on online shopping websites such as eBay, Amazon, and Taobao, different kinds of products with various specifications are listed on the demonstrating pages. However, some information may be incorrect or even lost. Incorrect information can mislead customers into buying goods that they actually dislike. Commodities with incomplete information may be invisible to the customers who need them. For instance, if a customer is looking for computers with 16 GB RAM, a product with an unknown memory size is invisible to this potential buyer even if it meets the requirement. MicroDependencies can help to prevent these unexpected circumstances. By interpreting the micro-part of the product id (or model identifier, series 
If the Screen Size value for T560 is unfortunately lost, according to the rule that ''The first numeric digit determines the screen size value'', along with T520i's information, it is easy to derive the missing value, whereas existing attributeinseparable dependencies are not helpful in this case.
The example above illustrates that useful information may exist in a part of a value in real-world data. Exploiting this kind of ''micro-information'' can help improve data quality as a complement to existing rules. In this work, we aim to discover dependencies that involve micro-information. Such dependencies are named MicroDependencies. MicroDependencies are of great significance and were studied theoretically in [7] .
From many real-world data sets, several observations can be found about patterns used to assign names.
• Strings may have different lengths, and elements with similar meanings in different strings may occur in different positions. For example, SL410 and T560 have different lengths, and the elements that represent screen size occur in the third and second positions, respectively.
• Meaningful digits are often ordered; for example, for some laptop models, the characters denoting screen size always appear before those denoting year. In Table 1 , all three models contain information in the following order: Series, Screen Size, and Launch Year.
• Elements with similar meanings are usually also similar to each other. In Example 1, the first numeric digit stands for screen size. Both ''4'' and ''5'' are numeric digits and not far from each other in the ASCII table.
• Not all products follow the same naming pattern, e.g., New S1 2016 and New S1 2017 are named in a way that is quite different from the other three in Table 1 , even though they are all Thinkpad laptop models.
It can be found that there indeed exists available information in part of a string-type attribute. Meaningful naming patterns exist in many areas in different forms, making it expensive to discover MicroDependencies manually. Thus, designing an automatic tool to discover MicroDependencies is of great significance.
To summarize naming patterns from strings and make use of the partial information contained therein, Star-Free Regular Expressions are an intuitive choice. For convenience, we refer to the Star-Free Regular Expression as the Regular Expression as well throughout the rest of this paper. From the observations listed above, two key problems must be solved to discover MicroDependencies:
• Strings with similar naming patterns should be clustered together.
• Strings with similar naming patterns should be aligned vertically, i.e., characters with similar meanings should be aligned to the same position. From the clustered and aligned values, along with the values on other attributes, dependency relationships can be detected. Further summarization of aligned strings into regular expressions can generate the final MicroDependencies.
For example, the first three models in Table 1 would be clustered together and aligned by inserting nullcharacters (represented by underlines in the column titled Aligned Model). It may then be detected that the screen size value depends on the third element of the aligned model. Finally, this dependency can be compacted as
Progressive Alignment Construction (PAC) [8] is the most widely used approach to aligning multiple biological sequences for the purpose of finding evolutionary relationships among species. Because PAC is a hierarchical method that can cluster and align similar sequences simultaneously, we employ a similar framework. To reduce inefficiency, several pruning strategies are also proposed to decrease the running time.
The main contributions of this paper include the following:
• We introduce a class of MicroDependencies that are based on regular expressions.
• We analyze the problem of string alignment and prove that it is in NP-Complete.
• We design a greedy bottom-up algorithm that can align and cluster strings simultaneously, and we optimize the algorithm by applying several pruning strategies.
• We conduct experiments on both real and synthetic data sets to verify our methods' performance. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Related work is introduced in Section II. Section III provides several necessary definitions and notations. In Section IV, the problems of clustering and aligning are studied in detail. In Section V, we discuss how to detect dependencies on the basis of clustered and aligned strings. Section VI contains the experimental results. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section VII. VOLUME 7, 2019 II. RELATED WORK A. MULTIPLE SEQUENCE ALIGNMENT Our aligning-based framework is inspired by the Multiple Sequence Alignment (MSA) problem, which was introduced in molecular biology to determine the evolutionary relationships among various species. There are a variety of methods used to align multiple sequences, e.g., progressive alignment construction (PAC) [8] , iterative methods [9] , hidden Markov models [10] , phylogeny-aware methods [11] , motif finding [12] , and consensus methods [13] , etc. Nevertheless, these research results cannot be employed to solve our problem. Firstly, most articles evaluate an alignment using an SP-Score, i.e., the sum of the sum-of-pairs scores at all positions. To the best of our knowledge, the sum of diameters at all positions has not been studied, and the corresponding problem's NP-Completeness should be reanalyzed. Secondly, only PAC solves the clustering problem, and it is quite different from our requirement because we use a different metric for different purposes. Finally, PAC methods have not applied pruning techniques, which are of great significance for improving efficiency.
There is a class of optimization approaches to solving intractable problems, including those in NP-Complete. For the problem of multiple sequence alignment, several authors have considered optimization approaches, such as Simulated Annealing in [14] and [15] , Particle Swarm Optimization in [16] and [17] , Genetic Algorithm in [18] and [19] , Tabu Search in [20] and [21] , Ant Colony in [22] and [23] , and Bee Colony in [24] and [25] , among others. The most important reason for not using these methods to solve our alignment problem is that they search for local optimum solutions on the basis of several near-optimal solutions by further rounds of optimizing iterations, making them quite inefficient. To the best of our knowledge, these optimization methods can only handle tens of records and often take hours of running time. Thus, it becomes impossible to solve our problem using optimization approaches, as we have thousands of records as input. Moreover, even if we consider using optimization techniques, they require starting solution samples. It is inevitable that some methods provide solutions as input for these optimization approaches.
B. DATA QUALITY RULES
Several attribute-inseparable dependencies have been proposed to handle inconsistent data. Arenas et al. proposed the concept of consistent query answer (CQA) with respect to the violation of traditional FDs [26] . CQA identifies permanent answers from all possible repairs of a dirty database. In [4] , Fan et al. proposed CFDs by introducing embedded values into FDs. In contrast with FDs, CFDs cover a subset of (rather than all) tuples in a table.
Both FDs and CFDs, as well as MicroDependencies, are equality-based dependencies. They assert that the specified tuples should be equal on the right-hand side (RHS) attribute of a dependency whenever they are equal on the left-hand side (LHS) ones. There are also other dependencies derived from FDs that handle more specific applications.
For example, Matching Dependencies (MDs) [27] were introduced to express an expert's knowledge to improve data quality. MDs are generally used for entity matching: they declare that if two tuples are similar enough on some attributes, they should be equal to each other on a certain other attribute. Recently, Wang et al. [28] proposed the concept of Conditional Matching Dependencies (CMDs), a generalization of MDs. Like MicroDependencies, MDs and CMDs also focus on similarities between values, but they are different from MicroDependencies. MDs and CMDs are used mainly for entity matching: they are interested in whether two values are similar enough to each other, where similarity is measured by a scalar metric. MicroDependencies, on the other hand, summarize similar values by regular expressions and make use of the micro-information found in some specified positions.
Other examples include XFDs (XML Functional Dependencies) [29] and XCFDs (XML Conditional Functional Dependencies) [30] for XML databases, MFDs (Metric Functional Dependencies) [31] for integrated data with different formats, Neighborhood Dependencies (NDs) [32] , which express regularities within data, and Comparable Dependencies (CODs) [33] , which are used in the context of heterogeneous data. Differential Dependencies (DDs) [34] generalize FDs by replacing extending equality constraints (i.e., '=') with inequality ones (i.e., '<', '>', '≤', '≥'); Ordered Dependencies (ODs) [35] focus on the orderings between values, Sequential Dependencies (SDs) and Conditional Sequential Dependencies (CSDs) [36] exploit relationships between ordered attributes. Trend Dependencies (TDs) [37] capture regularities in temporal databases, and Roll-Up dependencies (RUDs) [38] are defined on multiple abstraction levels for OLAP and data mining applications. Approximate versions of some of these dependencies have also been studied, e.g., Approximate Differential Dependencies (ADDs) [39] , Approximate Comparable Dependencies (ACODs) [33] , and Approximate Ordered Dependencies (AODs) [35] .
Reference [6] proposed Editing Rules, which can find certain fixes on the basis of known clean information. Given certain information, editing rules can determine which attributes to fix and how to update them.
In [40] , regular expressions were used to repair dirty data, which were made to match the given regular expressions with minimum revision cost. Regular expressions indeed focus on fragments of a string-type value, but [40] aimed to fix these fragments rather than use them.
C. RULE DISCOVERY
Rules Discovery is a class of data mining methods that discover depending relationships between attributes from given database instances. FDs and CFDs are the dependencies that are most similar to MicroDependencies, and they have received the most attention in the field of rule discovery on 50200 VOLUME 7, 2019 relational databases. Thus we introduce methods of discovering FDs and CFDs in detail.
The seminal work in [41] focuses on discovering FDs from data in a bottom-up manner: i.e., FDs are derived from difference-sets that are generated by comparing underlying tuples. Given an attribute A, the respective difference-set contains all such attributes that have different values whenever A has different values for any two tuples. Another bottomup method is introduced in [42] , in which the concept of the ''agree-set'' is used instead of the difference-set. Given two tuples t and s, the corresponding agree-set is the set of all attributes on which t and s have equal values. Dep-Miner is a similar bottom-up method and was proposed in [43] . The main difference is that Dep-Miner uses the concept of stripped partitions to achieve better efficiency. The term ''Stripped'' means that all subsets that contain only one tuple are removed.
Another important class of methods, named top-down methods, search candidate FDs in an attribute lattice, e.g., Tane in [44] , [45] , Fun in [46] , FastFDs in [47] , and FD_Mine in [48] . By verifying each candidate FD on the underlying database, the ones that are satisfied can be discovered. The number of candidate FDs is exponential in the number of attributes. To reduce the search space, different pruning techniques are used in Tane, Fun, and FD_Mine according to Armstrong rules. Efficient techniques are also employed when verifying candidate FDs on the underlying databases. Tane and FD_Mine use the same partition-based technique as that used in [43] . FUN uses a free-set-based verifying method, and FastFDs uses a difference-set-based one. In addition, FastFDs traverse the lattice in a depth-first manner to improve efficiency further.
The above methods find the exact FDs that are satisfied by all tuples in a given table. To tolerate dirty tuples, [49] , [50] proposed the concept of the approximate functional dependency (AFD), which is satisfied by almost all tuples in the table. To measure the error of an AFD ϕ with respect to a table r, three measures are used. The first measure is the proportion of pairs of tuples in r that violate ϕ (g 1 ).
The second measure is the proportion of tuples in r involved in a violation (g 2 ). The last one is the proportion of tuples that have to be deleted from r to satisfy ϕ (g 3 ). For different error rate measures, [49] , [50] proposed different samplingbased methods to discover AFDs that are satisfied by the given table with high probabilities. The authors in [44] , [45] also employed the g 3 measure to discover AFDs and applied the partition techniques in the sampling process to identify erroneous or exceptional tuples easily, thus improving overall efficiency. Similar to discovering AFDs, Cords (proposed in [51] ) focuses on discovering correlations between attribute pairs by chi-squared analysis and on discovering soft functional dependencies between attribute pairs according to the number of distinct values.
To discover CFDs, [52] extended Tane and proposed a partition-based top-down method. CFDs are discovered by finding traditional FDs and their associated patterns (or tableaux). Given a fixed FD, [53] focused on generating its useful tableaux. The authors in [53] showed that the problem is in NP-Complete and provided efficient sampling-based heuristic-discovering algorithms. In [54] , [55] , Fan et al. proposed the algorithms CFDMiner, CTane, and FastCFD as extensions of the above-discussed FD_Mine, Tane, and FastFDs, respectively. CFDMiner is designed for discovering constant CFDs, and the other two are used for variable ones. FastCFD proceeds in a depth-first manner and employs optimizations that are based on closed-itemsets; it is a method with good scalability to the number of attributes. CTane outperforms FastCFD when the support threshold is high and the number of attributes is moderate.
Discovering techniques have been studied for some of the other dependencies, such as [29] for XFDs, [30] for XCFDs, [56] for MDs, [28] for CMDs, [33] for CODs, [34] for DDs, [36] for SDs and CSD, [37] for TDs, and [38] for RUDs. These dependencies are not very relevant to MicroDependencies, and we simply mention the corresponding discovery methods here. For more detailed surveys, please refer to [57] and [58] .
D. MEASURES FOR EVALUATING DEPENDENCIES
To evaluate dependencies, [35] introduced an error rate measure named disparity, usually known as g 3 . The authors in [49] , [50] employed three error rate measures, g 1 , g 2 , and g 3 (as discussed in Subsection II-C). They are quite similar to each other, but only g 3 became widely used in subsequent studies. Confidence is an effectively equivalent measure of g 3 , i.e., confidence = 1 − g 3 . Most studies have used this measure to evaluate the degree to which a given dependency is satisfied, e.g., [28] , [32] , [33] , [36] - [39] , [44] , [45] , [53] - [56] . Similarly, [52] used the measure conviction to evaluate the satisfaction degree, which ranges in [0, +∞]; it is hard to specify an intuitive threshold for this measure.
Support is another frequently used measure to evaluate the number of records supporting a given dependency. The studies discussed above that used the support measure include [32] , [36] - [38] , [52] - [56] , [59] .
Moreover, the chi-square test was used to evaluate correlations between columns in [51] and between constants discovered in CFDs in [52] . In this study, however, the depending-relationship is asymmetric, making it different from the symmetric correlation. Actually, all of the discovered rules presented in Section VI show significant correlations between the LHS and RHS values in a chi-square test with a confidence of 5%.
Accordingly, we use confidence and support, as well as two other necessary measures, to evaluate MicroDependencies.
E. OTHER SIMILAR WORK
There are also methods that infer regular expressions from positive data, such as the methods in [60] - [63] . These kinds of methods cannot be applied to our problem for two reasons. Firstly, they have different optimization goals and do not consider similarities between elements. Secondly, the clustering VOLUME 7, 2019 task is not considered by these regular expression-inferring methods.
Recently in [64] , Liu et al. studied the Soft Concatenation Mapping (SCM) detection problem. SCM is the relationship between columns, where a column of data values can be derived from one or several other columns by transformation and concatenation. Although SCM exploits relationships between segments of an attribute and other attributes, it cannot be applied to our problem. SCM assumes that one attribute is the simple concatenation of other (possibly transformed by known functions) attributes. This differs from our general sense of the dependent relationship. Moreover, the method in [64] detects global SCMs that are obeyed by almost all tuples in a data set, whereas we discover different MicroDependencies for different subsets of all given tuples.
III. PRELIMINARIES
By C we denote a set of characters. S is a set of strings composed of characters in C. Strings are denoted by the letter s, which usually includes superscripts or subscripts.
length(s) is the number of characters constituting s, where the ith character is denoted as s[i], 1 ≤ i ≤ length(s).
In the rest of this paper, we use the terms characters, elements, and digits interchangeably. To define MicroDependencies, it is necessary to introduce the definition of ''Alignment''.
Definition 1 (Alignment): An alignment P over string set S is a new set of strings equal in length. Each string in P is generated from one string in S by inserting nullcharacters. There is a one-to-one correspondence between P and S. The common length of strings in P is also called P's length, denoted as length(P). The cardinality of P is defined as the number of strings in P, denoted as |P|.
Given an alignment P, |P| could be very large, making it not so intuitive. We can compact P by de-duplicating characters in each position. For instance, in Table 1 , the Model values of the first three tuples are aligned into an alignment P (Aligned Model). By de-duplicating, we get
. It is of the Regular Expression form and denoted as Reg(P). In a regular expression, exactly one of the elements in braces ''{}'' is supposed to appear, and no more than one of the elements in square brackets ''[]'' is supposed. For instance, TL510i is a string matching Reg(P). Now, the definition of MicroDependency based on regular expressions can be formalized.
Definition 2 (MicroDependency): A MicroDependency ϕ is of the form [Reg(P), i, j] → B, where i, j are integers satisfying 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ length(P). P is an alignment generated from values on the string-type attribute STR ∈ A. B is another attribute in A.
The semantic of ϕ is that, given a data set D on A, for any two tuples t 1 The intuitive meaning of ϕ is that the substring in STR aligned between the specified positions i and j can determine the value of B.
→ ScreenSize says that after matching the regular expression, the third element of the Model value determines a laptop's Screen Size. Table 2 summarizes the most important symbols used in this paper.
IV. CLUSTERING AND ALIGNING

A. CLUSTERING
To obtain rules from data sets correctly and completely, we expect that strings sharing the same naming pattern are clustered together. There are two main challenges in the clustering task.
On the one hand, one or more parameters controlling the cluster sizes are usually required for good performance. Unfortunately, it is hard to specify such parameters in our situation. On the other hand, simply partitioning strings into disjoint sets is insufficient to represent real-world naming patterns because the products are often named in a hierarchical manner.
• Several manufacturers or even the whole industry of a product may obey a rough common naming convention.
• Each manufacturer names its own products in a more specific manner.
• Different series of products of the same manufacturer usually have different naming details. For example, many laptop manufacturers name their products with a starting letter standing for the series and one or two subsequent digits standing for the screen size. Each brand of laptop has a specific naming pattern that differs from the other brands, and more detailed differences may exist between different series of the same brand.
In this paper, we consider a bottom-up clustering method in which no clustering parameter is required and all intermediately generated subclusters are retained in a tree structure. Each intermediate node in the tree is generated by merging its children nodes. Global dependencies (e.g., conventions) can be discovered from high-level nodes, and local dependencies (e.g., naming pattern of products of the same series) can be discovered from low-level nodes.
B. ALIGNING
We first introduce several mathematical notations to measure an alignment's quality.
A distance function over C ∪ {null} is
In the rest of this paper, d is assumed to satisfy the triangle inequality by default.
Definition 3 (Diameter of Character Set): For a character set C ⊆ C∪{null}, the diameter of C is the largest distance between every pair of elements in C:
Over ''∪'', the diameter satisfies monotonicity and the triangle inequality:
Lemma 1: Given any two sets of characters C and C , if C ⊆ C , then D(C) ≤ D(C ) always holds.
Lemma 2: For any three character sets C 1 , C 2 , and C 3 , the following equation always holds:
(1) The lemmas are obvious and the proofs are omitted here. Given an alignment P, the size of P is defined by We are now ready to define the aligning problem formally. The intuitive idea is that similar characters should be aligned into the same position to make size(P) smaller. Only insertions are allowed because deleting or changing a character leads to a loss of information, which is undesirable. The reason why we use D(P [i] ) to evaluate the size of an alignment is that a smaller diameter means a higher degree of similarity. With size(P) minimized, similar characters will align together with high probability. The reason why the SP-Score (used in MSA) is not used is that the number of distinct elements in P [i] should not influence the size too much. For example, if ''1'' and ''3'' are already in P[i], ''2'' is a character between ''1'' and ''3''. According to the third observation above, it is natural that ''2'' is added to this set, and adding it should not enlarge the total size. On the contrary, in MSA, adding a character already in the set would greatly enlarge the total size.
Unfortunately, the SAP is intractable. we first guess length(P) and the positions at which to insert nulls for each string in S, and we then verify that the alignment size is no more than t. Obviously, this can be done by a nondeterministic algorithm in polynomial time, so SAP ∈ NP. The NP-Completeness can be proven by the reduction of the Shortest Common Super-Sequence (SCS) problem [65] .
The SCS problem is as follows: given a set S SCS of strings and a threshold k, find a string s with length(s ) ≤ k such that for any string s ∈ S SCS , s is a subsequence of s . Given such an instance of the SCS, some tricks are necessary to construct the SAP instance. Let S SAP be the string set in the SAP,
where s n is a string that is constituted by k identical characters c n , which is a new character that has not appeared in S SCS .
The distance function d is defined as follows:
The threshold is t = k. It is easy to verify that d satisfies the triangular inequality, and the construction can be done in polynomial time.
We now prove that there exists a common supersequence s for S SCS with length(s ) ≤ k if and only if there exists an alignment P for S SAP with size(P) ≤ t.
If. Because s n ∈ S SAP , we have length(P) ≥ length(s n ) = k. There are exactly k positions containing the character c n , and every one of them contains a character different from c n , i.e., null or an ordinary character. For such a position, the diameter of the corresponding character set satisfies D(P[i]) ≥ 1 according to the definition of d. Thus, we have
Along with the ''If'' condition size(P) ≤ t = k, we have size(P) = k, which means length(P) = k and that there are no more than 2 different non-null characters at each position. By removing the string s n from P, the rest of the strings can be directly merged into a super-sequence with a length equal to k.
Only If. If there exists a common super-sequence s for the SCS Problem with length(s ) ≤ k, each string s i in S SCS can be transformed into s by inserting characters at some positions. By inserting nulls instead of specific characters at these positions, a new string s i with a length equal to k can be obtained. The new strings, along with s n , form the solution of the SAP Problem. It is thus obvious that length(P) = k. At each position, there are no two characters with a distance larger than 1, so the diameter at each position is no more than 1, and size(P) ≤ (length(P) × 1) = k.
Due to the intractability of the aligning problem, we consider greedy solutions.
C. FRAMEWORK
Both of the aligning and clustering problems are based on similarities between strings; thus, it is intuitive to finish them simultaneously. We consider a bottom-up merging framework in which strings are aligned greedily and are clustered in a hierarchical manner without parameter requirements.
Although the aligning problem is intractable when the number of strings is variable, there exists a determined algorithm that gives the optimal resolution for a constant number of strings in polynomial time, i.e., Dynamic Programming. Actually, the problem of calculating Edit Distance is a specialization of the aligning problem with two input strings. The algorithms are almost the same, but they differ in the recursive equation. In our setting, the recursive equation becomes
where s i,j is the minimum size when merging the i-length prefix of one string and the j-length prefix of the other. In calculating Edit Distance, the distance function d is replaced with the constant 1. In the rest of this paper, the words ''merge'' and ''eqnarray'' are used interchangeably for the ease of understanding.
Due to the tractability of the two-string case and the intractability of the general case, a straightforward approach is merging the most similar pair of strings at each step (i.e., in a greedy manner). The underlying idea is that strings with similar naming patterns should be merged as early as possible. By doing this, highly similar characters can help align other ones early, and different characters with similar meanings can be aligned together with high probabilities. For example, ''ab1c'' and ''ab9c'' are quite similar to each other and follow the same naming pattern. If they are merged early, the three identical characters ''a'', ''b'', and ''c'' can help align the different characters ''1'' and ''9'' to the same position.
We say that the resulting alignment is ''merged'' from the input strings. More generally, alignments can be further merged with other strings or alignments in an analogous way. Without loss of generality, a single string can be seen as an initial alignment. Then, we can use P 1 P 2 to denote the merged alignment from alignments P 1 and P 2 . We call P 1 P 2 the superalignment of P 1 (or P 2 ), and P 1 (P 2 , resp.) is a subalignment of P 1 P 2 . When aligning two alignments, the recursive equation becomes
where s i,j is the minimum size when merging the i-length prefix of P 1 and the j-length prefix of P 2 . The only difference in this recursive equation is that it generalizes the pairwise distance to the set-based diameter. There are length(P 1 ) × length(P 2 ) prefix pairs to be calculated, and each calculation requires O(|C| 2 ) comparisons between characters. The overall time complexity of merging two alignments is O(length(P 1 )× length(P 2 ) × |C| 2 ).
Algorithm 1 shows the bottom-up merging algorithm.
Algorithm 1 Pairwise Merge
Require: A set S of strings over the character set C and a distance function d defined on C. Ensure: An aligned P of S with size as small as possible.
1: P ← ∅; 2: for each string s ∈ S do 3:
Add alignment {s} into P 4: end for 5: while |P| > 1 do 6: Find P 1 and P 2 in P, with size(P 1 P 2 ) the smallest.
7:
Add P 1 P 2 to P.
8:
Remove P 1 and P 2 from P. 9: end while 10: return the single alignment in P;
Strings in S are initialized as single-string alignments and added to the set P (Lines 1-4) . Then, all the alignments are merged iteratively in a greedy manner (Lines 5-9). At each iteration, a pair of alignments P 1 and P 2 are chosen, with size(P 1 P 2 ) minimized (Line 6). P 1 and P 2 are merged into P 1 P 2 , which is added to P (Line 7). Then, P 1 and P 2 are removed from P (Line 8). This process continues until only a single alignment is left in P. Because a pair of alignments are merged at each step, we call it ''Pairwise Merge''.
The most time-consuming operation is '' '', which has a time complexity of O(length(P 1 ) × length(P 2 ) × |C| 2 ). It can be shown that Pairwise Merge requires O(N 2 ) times of merging, where N is the number of strings |S|.
Pairwise Merge naturally fits a Hierarchical Clustering algorithm's requirement without extra workload. While merging two similar alignments, the corresponding clusters of strings are also being merged into a bigger one. Another benefit is that no clustering parameter is required in this process. By retaining clusters that correspond to both the children and parent alignments (e.g., P 1 , P 2 , and P), the discovery of dependency on different levels becomes straightforward; this is further discussed in Section V.
Because of the high time complexity of Pairwise Merge, we utilize several pruning strategies to improve the efficiency, along with the necessary theoretical support. As discussed before, the most time-consuming operation is the merging of alignments (in Lines 6-7 in Algorithm 1). Merging is carried out a total of O(N 2 ) times, even though only N − 1 of them are actually performed to generate larger alignments (Line 7). The rest are just used to find the optimal pair (Line 6). It is possible to reduce the number of useless merging operations by pruning, and we propose two classes of pruning strategies in the next section.
D. BOUND-BASED PRUNING
Compared with the exact merging size of a pair of alignments, a size interval [lb, ub] may require much less computation. We denote the lower and upper bounds of size(P 1 P 2 ) as lb(P 1 , P 2 ) and ub(P 1 , P 2 ), respectively. The corresponding interval is denoted as I (P 1 ,
The basic idea is that when finding the pair of alignments with the smallest merging size, an interval for each candidate pair is maintained. If we denote the lowest upper bound of these intervals by ub min , all candidate pairs with lower bounds higher than ub min can be safely pruned in the current iteration. For the rest of the candidates-we call them critical intervals, denoted as CR-tightening their bounds can help prune more candidates. The tightening process continues until there is a single candidate left in CR, and it corresponds to the pair of alignments with the smallest merging size. We call this the refining process, and we illustrate it using an example.
Example 2: For the 4 candidate intervals I (P 1 , P 2 ), I (P 3 , P 4 ), I (P 2 , P 3 ), and I (P 1 , P 3 ) in CR shown in Fig. 1(a) , all intervals overlap each other. By refining the intervals in CR, as shown in Fig. 1(b) , I (P 1 , P 2 ) has the lowest upper bound ub min , and the lower bounds of I (P 3 , P 4 ) and I (P 2 , P 3 ) are lower than ub min ; it is hard to tell which pair of alignments has the smallest merging size. On the other hand, I (P 1 , P 3 )'s lower bound becomes higher than ub min , so the candidate pair's merging size must not be the smallest and can be safely pruned, as represented by the dotted line. Thus, at this point, the critical intervals CR contain I (P 1 , P 2 ), I (P 3 , P 4 ), and I (P 2 , P 3 ).
By refining further, as shown in Fig. 1(c) , ub min becomes lower, and the lower bounds of I (P 3 , P 4 ) and I (P 2 , P 3 ) become higher. I (P 2 , P 3 )'s lower bound becomes higher than ub min and can be removed from CR and pruned. Only two intervals now remain in CR, i.e., I (P 1 , P 2 ) and I (P 3 , P 4 ). By refining further, the two intervals are separated and I (P 3 , P 4 ) can be pruned; I (P 1 , P 2 ) is identified to be the pair with the smallest merging size, as shown in Fig. 1(d) .
Before describing the pruning-based algorithm, we introduce several necessary inequalities and discuss how to evaluate the bounds accordingly.
1) MONOTONICITY
Alignment size is monotonic.
Lemma 3: Merging an alignment P into P does not decrease its size: Moreover, the size of the merging alignment P with the superalignment is no smaller than that of merging with the subalignment.
Lemma 4:
These conclusions are intuitive and straightforward to prove; thus, the proofs are omitted here.
2) TRIANGLE INEQUALITY OF MERGING
Theorem 2 (Triangle Inequality of Merging):
The alignment size satisfies the triangle inequalities under merging operations: that is, for three arbitrary alignments P 1 , P 2 , and P 3 , the following equations always hold:
|size(P 1 P 2 ) − size(P 2 P 3 )| ≤ size(P 1 P 3 ) (6) Proof: To prove (4), we introduce a new alignment (P 1 P 2 ) P 1 P 3 . The subscript ''P 1 '' means that when aligning P 3 with P 1 P 2 , the relative positions are the same as those in P 1 P 3 . Because P 1 P 2 and P 3 are merged with the minimum merging size by Dynamic Programming, size((P 1 P 2 ) P 3 ) ≤ size((P 1 P 2 ) P 1 P 3 ). It becomes sufficient to prove
In (P 1 P 2 ) P 1 P 3 , for an arbitrary position pos, we denote the character sets at pos coming from P 1 , P 2 , and P 3 by C 1 , C 2 , and C 3 , respectively. Because the only change in P 1 P 2 is the insertion of sets of nulls (with size equal to 0), size(P 1 P 2 ) remains unchanged (similar for size(P 1 P 3 )). It becomes sufficient to prove D(C 1 ∪C 2 ∪C 3 ) ≤ D(C 1 ∪C 3 )+D(C 1 ∪C 2 ), which directly holds according to (1) .
Equation (5) can be directly proven using (4) and (3), and (6) can be inferred from (5) by variable substitution.
In our methods, it is a possible case that size(P 1 P 2 ) is unknown and only lb(P 1 , P 2 ) and ub(P 1 , P 2 ) are available. Thus, the previous inequalities should be adjusted before use; for example, (4) becomes lb((P 1 P 2 ), P 3 ) ≤ ub(P 1 , P 3 ) + ub(P 1 , P 2 ). In the rest of this paper, we refer to the inequalities by their adjusted versions if they are not specified explicitly.
Equations (2), (3), and (4) provide bounds when a new merged alignment is added to P. If P 1 and P 2 are identified as the pair with the smallest size, then after adding P 1 P 2 to P, lb(P 1 P 2 , P ) and ub(P 1 P 2 , P ) should be initialized for each P in P. According to (2) , size(P 1 P 2 ) is a candidate value of lb(P 1 P 2 , P ). With (3), size(P 1 P ) and size(P 2 P ) can be two other candidate values of lb(P 1 P 2 , P ). Obviously, the highest of the three upper bounds should be chosen as lb(P 1 P 2 , P ). For the upper bound, (4) asserts that the smaller of size(P 1 P ) + size(P 1 P 2 ) and size(P 2 P ) + size(P 1 P 2 ) should be set as ub(P 1 P 2 , P ).
On the other hand, (5) and (6) play important roles when the former three are not applicable. For instance, before the iterations begin, each alignment contains a single string, whereas (2)- (4) focus on new merged alignments. In addition, while refining CR, no new alignment is created, and the critical intervals require tightening. By calculating size(P 1 P 2 ) and size(P 2 P 3 ), the interval of size(P 1 P 3 ) will be tightened accordingly using (5) and (6).
3) REFINING
Here, we discuss how to find pairs whose sizes should be precisely evaluated to refine the critical set CR. P(CR) denotes the set of alignments involved in CR. To tighten I (P 1 , P 2 ) for all pairs P 1 , P 2 ∈ P(CR), we propose a ''single-pivot-star'' refining technique. We choose an alignment P ∈ P(CR) as the pivot and then calculate the exact value of size(P, P ) for each other alignment P in P(CR). By doing this, the bounds for each pair of alignments P 1 , P 2 can be updated by
|size(P 1 , P) − size(P, P 2 )|, else and
The term ''update'' means that the old bound should be replaced by the new one only when it makes the interval tighter. We demonstrate this process using an example.
Example 3: In Fig. 2 , there are 5 alignments, represented by nodes, among which P 0 is chosen as the pivot. size(P 0 P 1 ), size(P 0 P 2 ), size(P 0 P 3 ), and size(P 0 P 4 ) are evaluated exactly (equal to 1.5, 2, 2, and 1, respectively); they are represented by solid lines and shaped like a star. The bounds of all other pairs are obtained according to (5) and (6) 
The intuitive idea of single-pivot-star refining is that for each pair of alignments P 1 and P 2 , either size(P 1 P 2 ) can be calculated directly or I (P 1 P 2 ) can be evaluated indirectly using (5) and (6) of necessary merging operations to connect all alignments into a connected graph.
4) PIVOT CHOOSING
Now, we show how to choose the pivot wisely. CR is a set of intervals that overlap each other. From Fig. 1 , it is shown that tightening the intervals helps reduce CR. Thus, we evaluate a pivot's ability to shorten intervals by a score function on P(CR),
That is, we use the sum of the widths of the intervals that are related to P. Then, the alignment with the highest score is chosen as the pivot, pivot = arg max P score(P).
In single-pivot-start refining, we can see that all intervals about P shrink into exact values, and the corresponding total reduced width equals score(P), which should be maximized. At this point, pruning techniques based on lower and upper bounds are finished. Next, we introduce independency-based pruning to further improve the efficiency.
E. INDEPENDENCY-BASED PRUNING
In the worst case, up to O(|P| 2 ) intervals may be identified as critical if all intervals overlap each other, making the refining process quite inefficient.
Reducing |CR| should thus be reconsidered more wisely. By I u we denote the interval with the lowest upper bound, e.g., I (P 1 , P 2 ) in Fig. 1(a) . Rather than verify all intervals, we consider verifying only the ones related to I u . The term ''related to'' means that one interval shares a common alignment with another. We demonstrate this by an example:
Example 4: In Fig. 1, I u is I (P 1 , P 2 ) because it has the lowest upper bound. I (P 1 , P 3 ) and I (P 2 , P 3 ) are related to I (P 1 , P 2 ) because they both share one common alignment with I (P 1 , P 2 ) (i.e., P 1 and P 2 , respectively). On the other hand, I (P 3 , P 4 ) is not related to I (P 1 , P 2 ) because they share no common alignments. With independency-based pruning, I (P 3 , P 4 ) can be excluded from CR, and the refining terminates after the second refining process (see Fig. 1(c) ).
With this pruning strategy, |CR| can be reduced from O(|P| 2 ) to O(|P|). It should be noted that an alignment pair with a larger size may be merged earlier than another pair with a smaller size. Fortunately, this compromise does not affect the final results. Theorem 3: If P 1 and P 2 are of the smallest merging size among all pairs involving P 1 or P 2 , they will be merged together sooner or later.
Proof: The relationship between P 1 , P 2 , and all other alignments is illustrated in Fig. 3 . P 1 and P 2 have the minimum size when merging with each other. Note that there probably exist other pairs with a smaller merging size than size(P 1 , P 2 ).
We now show that P 1 and P 2 will be merged eventually. When merging occurs between other alignments, e.g., P and P , P P is added to P, so we have size(P 1 P 2 ) < size(P 1 , P ) ≤ size(P 1 (P P )) according to (3) . Similarly, size(P 1 P 2 ) < size(P 2 (P P )). The merging of P 1 and P 2 still has the minimum size with each other when P changes. It can be concluded that when P 1 (or P 2 ) is merged, it must be merged with P 2 (P 1 resp.) It makes no difference whether these two alignments are merged sooner or later.
F. ALGORITHM FLOW
Our pruning-based algorithm is illustrated in Algorithm 2. In Lines 1-4, the alignment set P and size intervals are initialized. Then, alignments in P are merged iteratively in a pairwise manner until just one is obtained (Lines 5-19) . In each iteration, the critical interval set CR is identified (Lines 6-7). Then, CR is refined iteratively until a single interval is left (Lines 8-12 ). In Line 9, a pivot alignment is chosen according to (7) . Then, intervals in CR are refined by calling the Refine function in Algorithm 3. Then, ub min and CR are updated accordingly (Line 10).
After the refining process is finished, from the single interval in CR, two alignments are identified and merged into a new one (Line 13). Then, the alignment set P is updated accordingly (Lines 14 and 15) . For the new added alignment P, the sizes' bounds of merging it with others are evaluated (Lines 16-18) .
Algorithm 3 provides a procedure of refining CR by pivot P. For each alignment P involved in CR, the exact value of size(P, P ) is calculated (Lines 1-3 ). With these exact values, other alignment pairs' sizes are updated using (5) and (6) (Lines 4-6 ).
V. FINDING MICRODEPENDENCIES
At this point, we have introduced the core techniques of this work, i.e., how to cluster and align string-type values according to their naming patterns. Splitting string values into vertical positions can be seen as a preprocessing step Algorithm 2 Pruning Merge Require: A strings set S over and a distance function d defined on the character set C. Ensure: An alignment of S with size as small as possible.
1: Initialize the alignment set P with S. 2: for each pair of alignments P 1 , P 2 ∈ S do 3:
I (P 1 , P 2 ) ← [0, +∞] 4: end for 5: while |P| > 1 do 6: I u ← The interval with the lowest upper bound. 7: Identify the critical set CR by I u . 8: while |CR| > 1 do 9: Identify the pivot alignment P ∈ P(CR) using (7). 10: Refine(CR, P) 11: Update ub min and CR accordingly. 12: end while 13: P ← P 1 P 2 , where P 1 , P 2 ∈ P(CR) 14: Add P to P.
15:
Remove P 1 and P 2 from P.
16:
for each alignment P ∈ P − {P} do 17: Evaluate I (P, P ) using (2)-(4). 18: end for 19 : end while 20: return the single alignment in P;
Algorithm 3 Refine(CR, P)
1: for each alignment P ∈ P(CR) − {P} do 2: Update lb(P, P ) and ub(P, P ) with size(P P ). 3: end for 4: for each pair of alignments P 1 , P 2 ∈ P(CR) − {P} do 5: Update lb(P 1 , P 2 ) and ub(P 1 , P 2 ) using (6) and (5) according to size(P P 1 ) and size(P P 1 ) 6: end for of dependency-discovering methods for FDs, CFDs, etc. All of these methods are computationally intensive and supposed to be conducted on almost every node in the clustering tree. For efficiency, we focus on dependencies whose left-hand sides are a continuous fragment, and this reflects most realworld situations. Before defining the discovery problem of MicroDependencies, several measures are necessary for finding high-quality dependencies.
From discussions in the related work section, we employ the two measures-confidence and support-to evaluate our discovered dependencies. In addition, we introduce two other measures, i.e., Diversity and Inner Support, to remove dependencies with low quality.
A. SUPPORT
Support is defined as the maximum number of tuples satisfying
D is a set of tuples from which dependencies are discovered, and D is the maximum subset of D satisfying ϕ. Support is a frequency measure and is based on the idea that values that frequently occur together are more likely to be correlated and hence have dependent relationships. A threshold support min should be specified, and every dependency discovered from D should satisfy this support requirement.
B. CONFIDENCE
Confidence of ϕ over D can be stated as
|D m | where D m is the set of tuples in D that matches the lefthand side regular expression of ϕ. Confidence measures the level to which D satisfies ϕ. It is employed in this paper for two reasons: (1) D may contain incorrect values, and (2) characters with different meanings may be aligned to the same position. Again, a threshold confidence min should be specified to filter out the discovered dependencies.
C. DIVERSITY
It is possible that the domain of the right-hand side attribute B is very small, which will lead to lots of trivial dependencies being discovered. From this example, we can see that after removing claims provided by the minority (e.g., laptops with AMD CPUs), it is possible that only a single value is retained on the right-hand side (e.g., Intel). To restrict the number of distinct values on the right-hand side of a dependency, the Diversity measure is introduced and defined on D :
where D [B] is the set of values on attribute B occurring in D , and by σ (·), it counts the number of distinct values. A diversity threshold Diversity min should be specified. 
D. INNER SUPPORT
On the other hand, it is also possible that almost all tuples have different values on the left-hand side. In this case, s 1 = s 2 in Definition 2 always holds, and all dependencies with these positions on the left-hand side are always satisfied as a sequence.
Example 6: Table 4 It is straightforward to restrict the number of occurrences on the left-hand side values by introducing the measure Inner Support:
where ϕ ≡ [Reg(P), i, j] → B, P is the alignment aligned from D [STR] , and η(·) denotes the number of occurrences of the most frequent value. For example, η ({a, a, b, a, b, a, c , d}) = 4 because a is the most frequent value and occurs 4 times. Similarly, the corresponding threshold InnerSup min is required.
E. DISCOVERY OF MICRODEPENDENCIES
We are now ready to define the discovery problem formally. Each tuple t ∈ D claims a key-value pair k, v with respect to ϕ, where k and v are derived from t according to the leftand right-hand side of ϕ, respectively. A multiple set of keyvalue pairs can be obtained:
It is not hard to obtain the support measure from Claims:
where N ( k, v , Claims) denotes the number of occurrences of k, v in Claims.
Then, the confidence and diversity measures can be directly evaluated according to their definitions.
Similar to support, inner support can be calculated by
Actually, support and inner support are maximized together, i.e., on the same subset D ⊆ D. A straightforward method is to evaluate the measures on each alignment P generated in Algorithm 2 (Line 13) and then discard the unqualified ones.
VI. EXPERIMENTS A. SETTINGS
All experiments were conducted on a machine with 2.2 GHz Intel CPU and 256 GB of RAM. All algorithms were implemented in Java with the heap size set to 128 GB. The underlying operating system was CentOS.
1) REAL DATA SETS
We used four real data sets, namely Laptop, CPU, RAM, and DBLP. All of these data sets were manually collected from the corresponding official websites. Each data set contains a string-type attribute-the product model, id, or series number-that serves as an identifier of a product. We denote this attribute by ID, the values on which are to be aligned. Other attributes are used to describe the specification of a product. For example, in Laptop, the specification attributes include Screen Size, Model of Video Card, CPU's frequency, etc. Not all attribute values for a record can be obtained, and when searching for MicroDependencies, key-value pairs containing nulls are simply discarded. Statistical information is listed in Table 5 .
2) SYNTHETIC DATA SETS
Synthetic data were used for the efficiency evaluation for the aligning and clustering problems, so only the values on ID were generated. When synthesizing data sets, several parameters were used, namely, Length of ID (l), Number of Records (N ), Number of Clusters (CN ), and Variation Ratio (σ ). The character set for generating strings is C = {0, 1, . . . , 9, a, b, . . . , z, −, _, /, . . .}, i.e., numeric digits, letters, and several other visible characters in ASCII.
Firstly, a single string with length l was generated for each cluster, with characters randomly sampled from C. This string was used as a ''seed'' to generate more similar strings for the current cluster.
Next, N strings were generated using the seeds generated above. For each string, we randomly choose a seed with uniform probabilities. Then, by copying the seed with variation, a new string can be generated that is similar to that seed. The term variation means that when copying, each character will be changed with the probability σ . For similarity, a character is more likely to be changed into one that has the same type. For example, if the character ''f'' is changed, it is more likely to change into ''d'' than into ''0'' or ''_''. To simulate realworld situations, a character can also be deleted from the string. By doing this, similar strings with different lengths can be obtained. When a string is generated, it can also be used as a new seed to avoid the situation that all strings in a cluster are generated from the same single seed. Table 6 shows some parameters considered in the experiments. When not explicitly stated, we used the default configuration values (highlighted in bold).
3) ALGORITHMS
The pairwise merging algorithm (Algorithm 1) provides the basic idea of this paper, so it was considered a baseline algorithm to evaluate the pruning techniques' efficiency. Because it is inspired by the PAC methods, we call it Modified-PAC or simply Baseline.
Two class pruning strategies have been proposed for the baseline algorithm, namely, bound-based and independencybased strategies. The independency-based strategy is very efficient; when it is abandoned, the algorithm becomes extremely inefficient, even worse than Baseline. This makes it hard to evaluate in an acceptable time period, so we used the independency-based technique as default in all versions of the pruning-based method.
As discussed before, all inequalities for bound-based pruning are used either in the refining phase (i.e., (6) and (5)) or when a new alignment is created (i.e., (2)-(4)). The former are the basis of the pruning-based method, so they were used by default as well.
We evaluated two versions of the pruning-based algorithm: has or has not used (2)-(4); the former is denoted by Pruning+ and the latter by Pruning−.
B. EFFECTIVENESS
In discovering MicroDependencies from the four real data sets, thresholds were set as Support min = 10, Confidence min = 0.9, Diversity min = 5, and InnerSup min = 5. For the distance function d, we specified zero distance for identical characters, 0.5 for characters that are different but of the same type, and 1.5 for those of different types. Eventually, 33, 91, 8, and 67 dependencies are discovered for Laptop, RAM, CPU, and DBLP, respectively. All of these rules are verified to be true. With lower thresholds, the result set can become much larger. Actually, all discovered rules show significant correlations between the LHS and RHS values as determined by the chi-square test with a confidence of 5%.
In Table 7 , several discovered dependencies are listed in four groups, with each group corresponding to a single data set. The left-hand side of a dependency is a regular expression; the positions are indicated by underlines. Taking the first dependency as an example, for the CPU CORE I5 series, the element following ''-'' can be a numeric digit in {2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8}, and its value determines the model of the integrated video card.
We also verified the ability of MicroDependencies to impute missing values and to fix erroneous values on real data sets. For the four data sets, only FDs with the key attribute id on the left-hand side can be employed. No other FDs and CFDs are available for the four data sets, because a welldesigned relational schema contains only key dependencies, and CFDs are mainly used for data integration applications. Actually, Key dependencies are specialized MicroDependencies whose left-hand side value is a definite regular expression (i.e., a string). In Fig. 4 , we compare the number of imputed or fixed values, in cases whether or not the MicroDependencies in Table 7 are used. The diagram shows that MicroDependencies can help impute and fix more values. This is because it is more likely for two tuples to be equal on the left-hand side of a MicroDependency than on the left-hand side of a traditional Functional Dependency. FDs can impute and repair more or fewer values of Laptop and RAM, because there are a lot of redundant tuples in these data sets, making it more likely for two tuples to have equal keys. For CPU and DBLP, the degrees of redundancy are lower, and no values are imputed or repaired by FDs. It should be noticed that only some of the discovered MicroDependencies are employed, and if all of them were considered, the effect would be even better.
Our clustering-and-aligning-based method's effectiveness is guaranteed under the assumption that (a) meaningful elements are ordered, and (b) elements with similar meanings are also similar to each other. Under the first assumption, it is sufficient to shift elements with the same meanings to the same columns by inserting nulls into the appropriate positions. Under the second assumption, it becomes possible to identify elements with similar meanings and to evaluate the quality of an alignment by some measure. Whenever any one of these assumptions does not hold, our methods become invalid.
C. EFFICIENCY 1) ON REAL DATA SETS
We are concerned about the number of merging operations, running time, and the number of refining operations in different methods. Fig. 5(a) shows that Modified-PAC requires the largest number of merging operations, Pruning− reduces the number by about two-thirds, and Pruning+ reduces it much further. However, in Fig. 5(b) , the time consumed presents quite a different result: Pruning+ remains the most efficient, and Pruning− is even slower than Modified-PAC on Laptop, CPU, and RAM. This is because although some merging operations are saved, much more time is wasted in the refining phase, and maintaining the heap data structures becomes very costly if the refining operation is executed too frequently. Pruning− runs faster than Modified-PAC on DBLP because the strings to be aligned in this data set are much longer, so the merging operations take the most CPU time and make Modified-PAC inefficient. Fig. 6 (a) compares the number of refining operations between Pruning+ and Pruning−. Fig. 6(b) shows the statistics of the number of refining operation to choose the best pair of alignments. It shows that on all four data sets, most of the time, Pruning+ refined the critical set CR only once (in Line 10 of Algorithm 2). Even in the worst case, only six refining operations were required.
2) ON SYNTHETIC DATA SETS
Firstly, we study the efficiency when varying the string length parameter l. In Fig. 7(a) , the number of Modified-PAC's merging operations remains constant, because it is unrelated to the strings' length. Pruning-based methods can reduce the merging numbers to a great extent, and this is especially the case for Pruning+. As on real data sets, Pruning− has the worst efficiency on synthetic ones, as shown in Fig. 7(b) . and Pruning+ has almost linear time costs and merging operations, making it the best algorithm in terms of efficiency.
From Fig. 9 , it is shown that by changing the number of clusters or the variation ratio σ , the time consumed by Modified-PAC and Pruning+ does not change much.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a new type of dependencies called MicroDependencies were discussed. In MicroDependencies, the left-hand side is a part of a regular expression. To discover such dependencies, we proposed a problem of aligning and clustering meaningful strings. The aligning problem was proved to be in NP-Complete; thus, a greedy algorithm was introduced that also clusters strings simultaneously in a hierarchical manner without parameter requirements. Several pruning strategies based on bounds and independency were proposed to reduce the running time. Then, discovery of MicroDependencies using the aligned and clustered strings was defined and discussed on the basis of several measurements. Finally, our methods' effectiveness and efficiency were verified on four real and synthetic data sets.
For future work, we consider several aspects: (1) In our framework, dependencies are discovered on already-merged alignments. Actually, discovered MicroDependencies can help align the strings more wisely. So, changing our two-step framework into an iterative and interactive one may improve the effectiveness to some extent. (2) Because of the high complexity, we consider redesigning the greedy algorithm, e.g., by parallelization, trade-off between effectiveness and efficiency, etc. (3) The purpose of introducing MicroDependencies is to handle dirty data, so it is reasonable to use these new proposed rules to study data cleaning problems, such as the repair of inconsistent data and the imputation of missing values. 
